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Office of the Secretary of State
March Fong Eu

1230 J Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Elections Division
(916) 445-0820
TOO: (800) 833-8683

October 9, 1987
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENT (8781)
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy
of the Title and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed
Initiative Measure entitled:
INSURANCE REGULATION.
INITIATIVE STATUTE.
Circulating and Filing Schedule
1.

Minimum number of signatures required •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 372,178
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b).

2.

Official Summary Date ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Friday, 10/09/87
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

3.

Petition Sections:
a.

First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Friday, 10/09/87
Elec. C., Sec. 3513.

b.

Last day Proponent can circulate and file with
the county. All Sections are to be filed at
the same time within each
county •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Monday, 03/07/88+
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a).

c.

Last day for county to determine total number
of signatures affixed to petition and to
transmit total to the Secretary of State •••••••••••••••• Monday, 03/14/88

(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to
03/07/88, the county has five working days from the filing of the petition
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520{b).
+

PLEASE NOTE: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the June 7, 1988
Primary Election. The law allows approximately 71 days for county election
officials to check and report petition signatures and transmit results.
The law also requires that this process be completed 131 days before the
election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible
that the county may not need precisely 71 days. But if you want to be sure
that this initiative qualifies for the June 7, 1988 Primary Election, you
should file this petition with the county before November 19, 1987.
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d.

Secretary of State determines whether the total
number of signatures filed with all county clerks
meets the minimum number of required signatures,
and notifies the counties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Monday, 03/21/88**

e.

Last day for county to determine total number of
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the
petition to the Secretary of State ••••••••••••••••••••• Tuesday, 04/05/88
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to
determine the number of qualified voters who
signed the petition on a date other than 03/14/88
the last day is not later than the fifteenth day
after the county's receipt of notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e).

f.

If the signature count is more than 409,395 or less
than 334,961, then the Secretary of State certifies
the petition has qualified or failed, and notifies
the counties. If the signature count is between
334,961 and 409,395 inclusive, then the Secretary
of State notifies the counties using the random
sampling technique to determine the validity of
all signatures ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wednesday, 04/13/88**

g.

Last day for county to determine actual number
of all qualified voters who signed the petition,
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of
the petition to the Secretary of State •••••••••••••••••• Friday, 05/13/88
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to
determine the number of qualified voters who have
signed the petition on a date other than
04/05/88, the last day is not later than the
thirtieth day after county's receipt of
notification.)
Elec. C., Sec. 3521(b), (c).

h.

Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has
been signed by the number of qualified voters required
to declare the petition sufficient •••••••••••••••••••••• Monday, 05/16/88

**Date varies based on receipt of county certification.
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4.

The Proponent of the above named measure is:
Adam Burton
P.O. Box 17337
Los Angeles, California 90017
(213) 481-2246

S1ncerel~~~

D6ALER

Assistant to the Secretary of State
Elections and Political Reform

NOTE TO PROPONENT: Your attention is directed to Elections Code Sections 41,
44, 3501, 3507, 3508, 3516, 3517, and 3519 for appropriate format and type
considerations in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing your initiative
petition for circulation and signatures. Your attention is further directed to
the campaign disclosure requirements of the Political Reform Act of 1974,
Government Code Section 81000 et seg.
Attachment:

10/09/87

POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS

JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General
1515 K STREET, SUITE 511
P.O. BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO 94244-2550
(916) 445-9555

October 9, 1987

(916) 323-1995

Flt.:E D

In the ollice of the Secretary of Sf:::!..
of the State of California

Honorable March Fong Eu
Secretary of State
1230 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

OCT 091987
MARCH F NG EU. Secretary of State
By.-"---i:="':::"':'.;;.c::~7/!f!'~

Dear Mrs. Eu:
Initiative Title and Summary.
Subject: INSURANCE REGULATION.
Our File No.: SA 87 RF 0021

INITIATIVE STATUTE

Pursuant to the prov1s1ons of section 3503 and 3513 of the
Elections code, you are hereby notified that on this day we
mailed to the proponent of the above identified proposed
initiative our title and summary.
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponent, a
copy of our title and summary, a declaration of mailing thereof,
and a copy of the proposed measure.
According to information available in our records, the name and
address of the proponent is as stated on the declaration of
mailing.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

30-00& 'D.

S~

FLOYD D. SHIMOMURA
Deputy Attorney General
FDS:kca
Enclosure

Date: October 9, 1987
File No.: SA 87 RF 0021
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the
proposed measure:
INSURANCE REGULATION.

INITIATIVE STATUTE.

Requires State

Insurance Commissioner to set standards for "fair and
reasonable" insurance rates and approve rate changes.
Prohibits rate approvals which are "unreasonable, excessive or
discriminatory," prohibits life insurance and life annuity
differentials based on sex; prohibits auto liability insurance
differentials based on territory.
policies.
companies.

Provides for "good driver"

Imposes reporting requirements on insurance
Provides sanctions and remedies.

Repeals certain

sections including anti-trust exemptions for insurance
companies.

Creates Office of Consumer Advocacy within

Department of Insurance; Office Director appointed by Attorney
General with Senate consent.
insurance companies.

Limits campaign contributions by

Contains other provisions.

estimate by Legislative Analyst and

Direct~r

fiscal impact on state and local governments:

Summary of

of Finance of
The State

Department of Insurance will experience increased
administrative costs of approximately $10 million a year which
may vary up or down depending on the volume of rate reviews and
enforcement actions.

Such costs to be funded from the

Insurance Fund which is supported by assessments on the
insurance industry.

Will have unknown impact on State General

Fund revenues collected from gross premiums insurance tax.

Adam Burton
P.O. Box 17337
Los Angeles, CA
(213) 481-2246
Sept 9,1987

Floyd D. Shimomura
Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice
state of California
1515"K" St. Suite 511

90017

At'rIBf'd t1I~n·f #~
Re: file # SA8tlF0021

Dear Mr. Shimomura,
This initiative is identical to the amendment
sent to you on 8/24/87 except, we are changing one
word on page 18, Section 13706 from General Fund to
Insurance Fund.
I am enclosing a new draft showing
the change.

Sincerely,

Adam Burton
encl.

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS

The Attorney General

of

California has

prepared

the

following title and summary of the chief purpose .and pOints of the
proposed measure:
(Here

set forth

Attorney General.

the

title and summary

prepared by

the

This title and summary must also be printed

across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures are
to appear.)

TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA
We.

the undersigned.

registered. qualified voters of

Cal iforni a. reside nts of

County (or City and County).

hereby propose amendments to the Business and Professions Code.
Government Code,

and Insurance Code.

relating to insurance.

and

petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the voters of
California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding
general election or at any special statewide election prior to that
general

election or otherwise provided by law.

The proposed

statutory amendments read as follows:

SECTION 1.

Section 16704 is added to the Business and

Professions Code, to read:
16704.
code.

Notwithstanding any
the

provision of

business of insurance,

the

the

Insurance

establishment

of

insurance rates. and concerted actions by insurance companies

..

.-.
are governed by the

protection prohibitions of this

consume~

chapter; except that t.hose L'usinE-s:;;es mRY.

cOl"sistent with

this section do the fo:lowing:
(aJ

£n~:::ge

pooling,

join'; underwriting.

1n any

or

assigned

risk

program

establL";hed by statute cr the Insur-ance
Commissioner

to

availability

of

a~sure

adequate

partic:'lil~r

types of

inSl!rClnce.
(b)

S x c I: a n g e

i

!l for fi;

at i

0

(j

i.l

n d e x per i e r: c e

data with rating organizations for

purpose of

d~velopi~g

su:gesLcd fating

SY3tems and rates. provided
data

sh~ll

the

t~dt

all such

be submitted to the Insurance

Commj_s~it)n~r

and made available to the

publ 1e.

SECTION 2.
Cod..;.

Section 11552.1

iro added to the G..,';"er'!1'1lcnt

t.o read:

Fffective 1r.lInediately.

the annual sa.lary of the

Director of the Office cf Ccnr.umer Advocacy of toe
Department of Insurance shall be the salary set by

Section 11552 of lbe Government Code.
SECTION 3. Section 20 of the l'1c;urance Code is amended to
read:

PCommissioner" means the

In~u~2nce

Commissioner of this

state. Whenever in this code reference is made to the commissioner.
that reference shall be construed as a reference to the Insurance
Commissioner.
Section 480.5 is added to the Insurance Code

SECTION 4.
to read:
480.5

Notwithstanding Section 480.

for

any

peril that has a duration in excess of one month. the insurer
shall permit the payment of the premium to be made on a
monthly basis. and shall impose no finance charge. interest,
or any other charge because of the monthly payment.

No fee

or charge for a late payment may be imposed if the payment is
made no later than 15 days after it is due.
SECTION 5.

Section 679.70 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 6.

Section 679.70 is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
679.70.

This chapter applies to all policies of insurance on

risks located in or residents in this state.
SECTION 7.

Section 790.03(f)

of the Insurance Code is

amended to read:
Making or permitting any unfair discrimination
between individuals of the same class and equal expectation of life
in the rates charged for any contract of life insurance or of life
annuity or in the dividends or other benefits payable thereon.

or

in any other of the terms and conditions of such contract.
This subdivision shall be interpreted.
3

for any contract of

ordinary life insurance or individual life annuity applied for or
issued

after

the

effective date of

this act.

to

differentials based upon the sex of the individual

prohibit
insured or

annuitant in the rates or dividends or benefits. or any combination
thereof.
SECTION 8.

Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1120) is

added to Part 2 of Division 1 of the Insurance Code. to read:

CHAPTER 1.5.

1120.

RATES

This chapter applies to all classes of insurance

except as follows:
(a)

Surety insurance.

(b)

Any type of insurance that the Commissioner, by rule

or regulation.

determines involves a unique sort of risk that

does not generally

affect individuals,

organizations,

or

commercial enterprises generally.
1120.2.

On or

before January 1.

insurer shall file with the Commissioner

1989 every

admitted

a statement of all

types of insurance that it issues for delivery or offers in
the state, and for each type of insurance shall set forth the
applicable rate or rating plan by which the rate may be
determined.

Any insurer that issues for delivery or offers

in this state a type of insurance that it had not previously
issued or offered shall.

prior to issuing or offering it,

file the applicable rate or rating plan.
4

1120.4

On or after January 1, 1989 no admi tted insurer

may issue or offer for delivery in this state any type of insurance
for which a rate or rating plan has not been filed,

and shall not

charge a rate different than that set forth in the rate or rating
plan filed under Section 1120.2 unless the change in rate has been
approved or required by the Commissioner.
1120.6

At the time of filing under Section 1120.2, or in

the case of a new insurer, upon application for licensure,
1 east

annually

Commissioner
(a)

thereafter,

every

and at

insurer shall file with the

the following information:
Every

form of a policy,endorsement.

rider,

manual of classifications, rules, rates, and rating
plan.

and

every

modification

modification of any of
(b)

or

proposed

those.

The following information for each specific

line and subline of insurance for each of the prior
four years:
(1)

Premiums written and earned.

(2)

Losses incurred,

unpaid.

incurred but not reported,

and paid,

loss reserves,

including
and

whether the reserves are discounted in anticipation
of future income from investments.
(3)

Expenses incurred and paid.

(4)

Total

reserves,

and investment income on past

and present reserves.
(5)

Income generated from
5

investment of past and

present premiums and reserve account funds.
(6)
renewed,

The

number

and

type

canceled and nonrenewed,

of

policies

issued.

and the number of new

policies.
(7)

A rate level history.

(8)

Statewide

separately

for

rate level

both

information presented

countrywide

and

California

experience, with detailed justification for all
factors applied. including all of the following:
(A)

The number of exposures.

(8)

The premium at present rates or on the

present level as well as

ave~age

actual premiums and

a v e rage i ndi vidual ri sk premium modi fica ti ons.

and debi ts

or credits effected during the experience period.
(e)

Average anticipated

individual

risk

premium modifications. and debi t s or credi ts for
the period for which proposed rates will be 1n
effec t.
(D)

The premium adjustment factor.

(E)

The number of claims.

(F)

Losses incurred, loss adjustment expenses

incurred.

the loss development factor,

and

the

expected loss ratio, including commissions. general
expenses,

taxes.

licenses and fees,

acquisition

expenses, and the profit factor to be determined by
total return ratemaking. and the loss trend factor.
6

(G)

Other expenses incurred. separately by

category of expense. and the expense trend factor.
(9)

Classification experience.

except

that

this

information may be omitted by any filer which has submitted its
classification experience to the Insurance Commission or the
coverages included in the filing within the last year.
(10)

Increased limits experience.

('1) Comparisons of the following:

Loss ratios for agents canceled with loss

eA)

ratios for all agents for the most recent year.
Loss ratios of insureds cancelled or

(8)

nonrenewed with loss ratios for all insureds for the

most

recent year of the experience period used for
ratemaki ng.
Average increased limits for the most recent

eC)

year of the experience period used for ratemaking with
average

increased limits for

the most recent sample

period available.
(D)

The average deductible for the most recent year

of the experience period used for ratemaking with t h e
average deductible for the most recent sample period
available.
( , 2)

( 13 )

Changes in commissions.
Any

changes implemented

to reduce or contain

expenses.
(14)

The costs of reinsurance. if applicable.
7

(15)
substances.

For cases involving medical

malpractice.

toxic

product and design liability. public entities.

class

actions. and one million dollar ($1.000.000) or higher settlements
or judgments, all of the following data:
(A)

The number and amount of claims made and

paid, including the amount paid out in economic.
noneconomic. an punitive damages. categorized by
payment in response to jury and judge verdicts. and
precomplaint. postcomplaint. and postverdict
settlements.
(B)

The total amount paid for defense lawyer's

fees and other allooated loss adjustment expenses
inc 0 n ne 0 ti on with and oat.egorlz ed by payment in
response to jury and judge verdicts.

including

defense verdicts, and preoomplaint. postcomplaint.
and postverdict settlements.
(e)

Whether policies are written on claims made

0

r

claims paid basis, and whether there has been a
change in the preceding year.
(0)

The average time elapsed between reoeipt of

notice of a claim and payment of the claim,

and the

average investment income earned on the amount
ultimately paid during the intervening period.
categorized by the size of claims.
(E)

The number and total amount of claims made and

paid arising from occurrences in which a claim was made
8

against more than one defendant. and the amount by
which that amount exceeded the amount proportional to

the

insured's percentage of responsibility as
determined by a jury. judge or, for settled cases. as
estimated by the insurer. categorized by type of
damages paid.
1120.8.

(a)

An insurer may

make an application for a

change in a rate as prescribed by the Commissioner.

No

application for any increase in any rate shall be made prior
to January 1. 1989.

No application for an increase in any

rate shall be made within one year after an application for
the same rate.
(b)

The application shall be accompanied by all

of the following:
(1)

A record of the appl icant'

of insurance premiums and reserve account funds.

5

investment

including a

complete acoounting of profits or losses generated by

the

holdings or investments.
(2)

Other information required by

the

Commissioner.
(c)
Commissioner
application.
Commissioner

Upon

receipt

of

an

application.

the

shall hold a public hearing to consider the
In

considering

the

application.

the

shall consider the material submitted by the

insurer in support of the application.
under Section 1120.2.

all
9

information submitted

information.

material

and/or

testimony presented by the Office of Consumer Advocacy and/or
the public. and any other relevant information.
(d)

In determining the costs claimed by an

insurer. the Commissioner

shall deduct any profi ts made by

the insurer from the investment of premiums and reserve
account funds from the insurer's costs.
(e)

If the Commissioner

determines that a

change in a rate or rating plan is justified and corresponds
to a proven change in the cost of the type of insurance, the
Commissioner

shall

grant the application.

If

the

determines that the requested change is not

Commissioner

justified, the Commissioner

shall determine what rate or

rating plan is justified and shall order the use of that
rate.
In no case shall the Commissioner

1120.9.

permit the use

of a rate or a rating plan that is unreasonable, excessive or
discriminatory.

For that purpose, a discriminatory

rate or rating plan includes any differentiation on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin. ancestry, sex.
marital status, lawful occupation and, for motor vehicle
liability insurance, age and geographic location.
1120.10

All insurance rates shall be fair and

reasonable. "Fair and reasonable" means the lowest possible rate
consistent with maintaining an economically viable and solvent
insurance company.
1121.

If the Commissioner
10

determines that a rate or

rating plan is unreasonable. unfair. excessive. or
discriminatory. the Commissioner

may order the insurer using

that rate or plan to file with the Commissioner

the same

information as is required for a change in a rate.

After

consideration of that information. the Commissioner shall hold a
public hearing to consider the validity of the rate, and may at
that hearing order

the insurer to adopt a different rate and to

make a refund of premiums to affected insureds.
1121.2.

The Commissioner

may establish rules and

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
1121.4.
Commissioner
1121.8.
Commissioner

Any determination of a rate made by the
shall be made by an order of the Commissioner.
No order or determination made by the
under this chapter shall be effective prior to the

expiration of 20 days after notice and a copy are mailed to the
affected applicant and, if a petition for review is filed with
the court the effective date shall be extended for 10 days after
that filing, and may be further extended by the court.
1121.9.

Actions to challenge the approval of any

application for an increase in any insurance rate. or any rate
or rating plan, may be brought by the Director of the Office of
Consumer Advocacy or any citizen of the State of California in
any Superior Court of this state within sixty (60) days of the
effective date of the approval.

Any person who successfully

challenges the grant of an application for an increase in rates
shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
11

1122.

Any

insurer that violates any

provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
to ten thousand dollars ($10.000.00) for each violation.
1122.2.
code.

In addition to other penalties provided

the Commissioner may suspend or revoke.

the certificate of authority

of any

by

this

in whole or in part.

insurer that violates this

chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION

9•

Section

1853

of

the

Insurance

Code

is

repealed.
SECTION 10.

Section 1853.5 of the Insurance

Code is

repealed.
SECTION

11.

Section 1853.6 of

the Insurance

Code

is

Code

is

repealed.
SECTION 12.

Section 1853.7 of the

Insurance

re pe al ed.
SECTION 1 3 •

Section 1857.7(d) of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION

14.

Section 1860.1

of

the

Insurance

Code

is

'5.

Section 1860.2

of

the

Insurance

Code

is

repealed.
SECTION
repealed.
SECTION 16.

Section "628 of the Insurance Code is amended

to read:
11628.

( a)

No admitted insurer.

issuing motor vehicle liability

licensed to issue and

policies as defined

in Section

12

:.

16450 of the Vehicle Code,

shall fail or refuse to accept an

application for such insurance,
appl icant

therefor,

to issue such insurance to an

or issue or cancel

such insurance under

conditions less favorable to the insured than in other comparable
cases,
race,

except for reasons applicable alike to persons of every
ffi..'\.n+rJ ~iaJusJ
sex, age, color, religion, ~national origin, ancestry, or

geographic area; nor shall race, sex, age, color, religion, marital
status, national origin, ancestry, or location within a geographic
area constitute a condition or risk for which a higher rate,
premium,

or charge may be required of the insured for such

insurance.

The use of any factors other than driving record and

type of vehicle in the setting of rates. premiums or charges shall
constitute unlawful discrimination.
Differentiation in rates between geographical areas shall
constitute unfair discrimination.
(b)

No admitted insurer. licensed to issue and issuing

motor vehicle liability insurance policies as defined in Section
16450 of the Vehicle Code,

shall fail or refuse to accept an

application for such insurance. refuse to issue such insurance to
an applicant therefor.

or cancel such insurance solely for the

reason that the applicant for such insurance or any insured is
employed in a specific occupation.
(c)

Nothing in this section shall limit or restrict the

ability of an insurer to refuse to accept an application for or
refuse to issue or cancel such insurance for the reason that it is
a commercial vehicle or based upon the consideration of a vehicle's
13

(d)

The provisions of this section shall be known and may

be cited as the "Rosenthal-Robbins Auto Insurance Nondiscrimination
L.aw."
SECTION 17.

Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11890) is

added to Part 3 of Division 2 of the Insurance Code to read:
CHAPTER 5.

11890.

GOOD DRIVER INSURANCE

Every insurer that offers or issues any policy of

automobile liability insurance in this state shall offer and issue
good driver policies as required by this chapter.
11891.

For the purpose of this chapter, a good driver

policy is a policy of automobile liability insurance that meets the
requirements of the financial responsibility laws that is provided
at rates established by the Commissioner.
11892.

The Commissioner

shall adopt a definition of

persons eligible for a good driver policy to include only factors
that affect the risk of liability under the policy and may provide
for categories of good drivers.
11893.

The Commissioner

shall provide for distinctions

in rates based upon mileage driven and at least three categories of
good drivers be made on that basis.
11894.

The Commissioner

effective date of t
establish rates.

his chapter.

shall.

within 90 days of the

define eligible persons and

Rates shall be actuarially sound and based solely

upon the factors set forth in Sections 11892 and 11893.
11895.

All

admitted
14

insurers

that

offer

or

issue

automobile liability

insurance shall submit to the Commissioner

any information that the Commissioner

determines to be necessary

to carry out this chapter.
11896.

Upon petition by any person.

any insurer. or the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy. the Commissioner
review

the rates imposed by

this chapter.

In any event.

may
those

rates shall be reviewed at least once in every two years.
11897.

For the purpose of setting initial rates and for

any change in rates. the Commissioner

shall hold a public hearing

for the consideration of all issues.
11898.

The

Commissioner

may

establish

rules

and

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
11899.

Any determination by the Commissioner

shall be

made by an order of the Commissioner •
11900.

Any determination of the Commissioner

made under

this chapter is subject to judicial review under Section 1094.5 of
the Code of Civil Procedure,

but a petition for renew shall be

filed with the court before the effective date of the order.
11901.
Commi ssioner

No

order

or

determination

made

by

the

under thi s chapter shall be effec tiv e pri or to th e

expiration of twenty (20) days after notice and a copy are mailed
to the affected person and.
the court.

if a petition for review is filed with

the effective date shall be extended for ten (10) days

after that filing. and may be further extended by the court.
11902.

Any

insurer that violates any

provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
15

to ten thousand dollars ($10.000) for each violation.
11903.
Code,

In addition to other penalties provided by

the Commissioner

may suspend or revoke,

the certificate of authority of any

this

in whole or part.

insurer that violates this

chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION 18.

SECTION 12902.1

is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
12902.1

The Commissioner, during the term of office, may

only be removed by the Legislature, two thirds of the membership of
each

house concurring,

for

incompetence,

neglect of duty,

or

corruption.
SECTION 19. Sect i on 12904 -of the In surance Code is amended
to read:
12904.

(a)

The Commissioner and the Director of the

Office of Consumer Advocacy may

not

be employed

by.

transact

bUsiness as, or hold any financial interest in, any insurer, agent,
broker, any person required to be licensed under this code, or any
other person engaged in the business of insurance,

except that

nothing in this section prohibits the purchase of insurance from
any

of

those

persons.

The prohibition of this section shall

continue while the·· commissioner and director hold office and for
three years thereafter. For the purpose of this section. employment
includes acting as an officer or director as well as any other form
of employment.
(b)

If

the Commissioner,

Office of Consumer Advocacy or any deputy
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the Director of the

or employee holds any

·.
license or permit issued under this code, he or she shall surrender
it for cancellation within
qualification.

ten days after appointment and

Three years after the expiration of the term of

office of the Commissioner, or in the case of other employees, upon
termination of employment.

the license or permit shall be reissued

for the balance of the then current license or permit without fee
or penalty.
SECTION 20.

Division 4.5 (commencing with Section 13700)

is added to the Insurance Code to read:
DIVISION 4.5. OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCACY
13700.

There is in the Department of Insurance the Office

of Consumer Advocacy.
13701.

The office shall be under the direction of the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

The director shall be

appointed by the Attorney General with the consent of the Senate to
a two-year term expiring on January 1, of each even-numbered year.
The director may only be removed for incompetence. neglect of duty
or corruptio n.
13702.

The office may participate on behalf of insurance

consumers in any
consumers.

proceeding or matter affecting insurance

It may

receive complaints,

investigate alleged

violations of the law relating to insurance. recommend a c ti 0 n by
the Commi ssi one r.

recommend change sin the 1 aw. and take a ny other

action to promote the interests of insurance consumers.
13703.

The Commissioner

shall provide the Office of

Consumer Advocacy with personnel sufficient to perform its duties.
17

13704.

The Director is subject to the restrictions of

Section 12904.
The Office of Consumer Advocacy shall employ its

13705.

own legal counsel and may initiate court proceedings,

including

actions and proceedings to review any decision or determination of
the Commissioner.
There is hereby

13706.

I tool:su RNJ eli
appropriated from the ;.eflereI '

Fund of the state to the Office of the Consumer Advocacy the sum of
$250,000.00 during the fiscal
$750,000.00,

year of 1988- 1989, and the sum of

adjusted for cost of living increases,

fiscal year thereafter,

during each

for expendi ture to support the operations

of the Office of Consumer Advocacy pursuant to this chapter.

The

expenditure of funds under this appropriation shall be subject to
the

normal

administrat1ve

a pp r 0 pr i ations.

review

given

to

other

state

The Legi sl ature shall appropri a te such addi tional

amounts to the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

the Commissioner,

and

other agenci es as may be necessary to carry out the prov isions of
this title.
The Department of Finance. in preparing the state
budget and the Budget Bill submitted to the Legislature,

shall

include an item for the support of the Fair Insurance Rates Act of
1 988,

whie h i t em shall

i n die ate all

amounts to be appropriated

t~

0f

the f 011 ow i n g:

(,)

the

other agencies to carry out their

duties under this title. which amounts shall be in augmentation of
the support items of such agencies;

(2)

the additional amounts

required to be appropriated by the Legislature to the Office of
18

required to be appropriated by the Legislature to the Office of
Consumer Advocacy and the" Insurance Commissioner to carry out the
purposes of this title; and (3)
purpo se s,

in parentheses, for informational

the contin ui ng a ppropri a tion duri ng each fiscal year of

$750.000.00,

adj usted for cost of 1 iving increases,

made to the

Office of Consumer Advocacy.
SECTION 21.

No

admitted

insurer

may

in excess of five

directly

hundred

or

indirectly

donate money

dollars

($500.00).

or gr ant di scounts in excess of five hundred dollars

($500.00) to anyone holding office in the State of California.
SECTION 22.

This

act

shall

not

be

amended

by

the

Legislature except to further its purpose by a statute passed by a
roll c all vote,

two- thi rds of the membershi p of each House of the

Legislature concurring. or by a statute that becomes effective only
when approved by the electorate.
SECTION

23.

If

any

provision of

this

act

or

the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications
of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application,

and to this end,

the provisions of this act are

severa bl e.
SECTION 24.

This act shall be known,

and may be ci ted as

the Fair Insurance Rates Act of 1988.
III

SECTION 25.

The People of the State of California do

hereby find and declare that it is in the public interest to
effectively

regulate the business of insurance in the State of
19

Cal iforni a.

It is al so in the public interest to proh1 bi t certa 1 n

discriminatory

practices of the insurance industry which

set

insurance rates on the basis of discriminatory criteria which
adversely affect the people of the State of California. This act is
a

remedial

measure,

and

its

provisions are

to be liberally

construed.
SECTION 26.

This act shall become operative 30 days after

its effective date.

Upon the operative date of this act. and until

J a nua ry 1.

1989.

no insurance company shall charge a premium for

any policy covered by the provisions of this act which is higher
than that charged by the company for the same or similar policy on
July 1. 1987.

No insurance company shall cancel any insurance

policy in force as of the effective date of this act except upon a
showing of good cause made to the commissioner.
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INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS

The Attorney General of California has prepared the
following title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the
proposed measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the
Attorney General.

This title and summary must also be printed

across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures are
to appear.)
TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA
We,

the undersigned,

registered, qualified voters of
County (or Ci ty and County) ,__

Cal ifornia, residents of
hereby

pr~pose

amendments to the Business and Professions Code,

Government Code,

and Insurance Code, relating to insurance, and

petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the voters of
California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding
general election or at any special statewide election prior to that
general election or otherwise provided by law.

The proposed

statutory amendments read as follows:
SECTION 1.

Section 16704 is added to the Business and

Professions Code, to read:
16704.
code,

Notwithstanding any provision of the Insurance
the business of insurance,

the establishment of

insurance rates, and concerted actions by insurance companies
1

are governed by the consumer protection prohibitions of this
chapter; except that those businesses may, consistent with
this section do the following:
(a)

Engage in any joint underwriting,

pooling,

or assigned

risk program

established by statute or the Insurance
Commissioner

to

assure

adequate

availability of particular types of
insurance.
(b)

Exchange information and experience

data with rating organizations for the
purpose of

de~elopingsuggested

rating

systems and rates, provided that all such
data shall be submitted to the
Commissioner

In~urance

and made available to the

public.

SECTION 2.

Section 11552.1 is added to the Government

Code, to read:
Effective immediately. the annual salary of the
Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy of the
Department of Insurance shall be the sal ary set by
Section 11552 of the Government Code.
SECTION 3. Section 20 of the Insurance Code is amended to
read:
"Commissioner" means the Insurance Commissioner of this
2

state. Whenever in this code reference is made to the commissioner,
that reference shall be construed as a reference to the Insurance
Commissioner.
SECTION 4.

Section 480.5 is added to the Insurance Code

to read:
480.5

Notwithstanding Section 480,

for any

peril that has a duration in excess of one month, the insurer
shall permit the payment of the premium to be made on a
monthly basis, and shall impose no finance charge, interest,
or any other charge because of the monthly payment.

No fee

or charge for a late payment may be imposed if the payment is
made no later than 15 days after it is due.
SECTION 5.

Section 679.70 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 6.

Section 679.70 is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
679.70.

This chapter apPfies to all policies of insurance on

risks located in or residents in this state.
SECTION 7.

Section 790.03(f) of the Insurance Code is

amended to read:
Making or permitting any unfair discrimination
between individuals of the same class and equal expectation of life
in the rates charged for any contract of life insurance or of life
annui ty or in the dividends or other benefi ts payable thereon, or
in any other of the terms and conditions of such contract.
This subdivision shall be interpreted, for any contract of
3

ordinary life insurance or individual life annuity applied for or
issued after the effective date of

this act,

to

prohibit

- differentials based upon the sex of the individual insured or
annuitant in the rates or dividends or benefits. or any combination
thereof.
SECTION 8.

Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1120) is

added to Part 2 of Division 1 of the Insurance Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5.

1120.

RATES

This chapter applies to all classes of insurance

except as follows:
(a)

Surety insurance.

(b)

Any ty pe of insurance that the Commissi oner

J

by

!"vl e

or regulation. determines involves a unique sort of risk that
does not generally affect individuals,

organizations,

or

commercial enterprises generally.
1120.2.

On or before January 1.

insurer shall file with the Commissioner

1989 every admitted
a statement of all

types of insurance that it issues for delivery or offers in
the state, and for each type of insurance shall set

fort.i.~:<;;.

applicable rate or rating plan by which the rate may be
determi ned.
in this

stat~

Any insurer tha tissue s for del i ve ry or offers
a type of insurance that it had not previously

issued or offered shall,

prior to issuing or offering it,

file the applicable rate or rating plan.
4

1120.4

On or after January 1 •. 1989 no admitted insurer

may issue or offer for delivery in this state any type of insurance
_ for which a rate or rating plan has not been 'filed, and shall not
charge a rate different than that set forth in the rate or rating
plan filed under Section 1120.2 unless the change in rate has been
approved or required by the Commissioner •
'120.6

At the time of filing under Section 1120.2. or in

the case of a new insurer. upon application for licensure. and at
least annually thereafter.
Commissioner

every insurer shall file with the

the following information:

(a) Every form of a policy,endorsement.
m~nual

of classifications. rules. rates. and rating

pl,:Cl n Jan d eve r y

mod if i cat ion

modification of any of
(b)

rider.

0

r

pro po sed

those.

The following information for each specific

line and subline of insurance for each of the prior
four years:
(1)

Premiums written and earned.

(2)

Losses incurred.

unpaid.

incurred but not reported,

and paid,

loss reserves,

including
and

whether the reserves are discounted in anticipation
of future income from investments.
(3)

Expenses incurred and paid.

(4)

Total reserves.

and investment income on past

and present reserves.
(5)

Income generated from investment of past and
5

present premiums and reserve account funds.
(6)

The

number

and

type of

policies issued,

renewed, canceled and nonrenewed, and the number of new
pol ici es.
(7)

A rate level history.

(8)

Statewide rate level

separately for

information presented

both countrywide and

California

experience, with detailed justification for all
factors applied, including all of the following:
(A)

The number of exposures.

(B)

The premium at present rates or on the

present

le1~1

as well as average actual premiums and

average t ,-,,;. v idu::l.l risk premium modifications, and debi ts
or credits effected during the experience period.
(C )P. Ii e I~ age ant i c i pat e din d i vi d u a I r i sk
premium modifications, and debits or credits for
the period for which proposed rates will be in
effect.
(D)

The premium adjustment factor.

(E)

The number of claims.

(F)

~os~es

incurred,

incurred, loss adjustment expenses

the loss development factor,

and the

expected loss ratio, including commissions, general
e xpe n s e s , t a xes. 1 ice n s e san d fee s , a c qui sit ion
expenses, and the profit factor to be determined by
total return ratemaking. and the loss trend factor.
6

(G)

Other expenses incurred, separately by

category of expense, and the expense trend factor.
(9)

Classification experience,

except that

this

information may be omitted by any filer which has submitted its
classification experience to the Insurance Commission or the
coverages included in the filing within the last year.
(10)

Increased

(11)

Comparisons of the following:
(A)

l~mits

experience.

Loss ratios for agents canceled with loss

ratios for all agents for the most recent year.
Loss ratios of insureds cancelled or

(B)

nonrenewed with loss ratios for all insureds for the

most

recent year of the experience period used for
r atemaki ng.

(C)

Average increased limits for the most recent

year of the experience period used for ratemaking with
average increased limits for

the most recent sample

period available.
The average deducti bl e for the most recent year

(D)

of the experience period used for ratemaking with t h e
av~rage

deductible for the most recent sample period

avail abl e.
( 1 2)

( 13 )

Changes in commissions.
Any

changes implemented to reduce or contain

expenses.
(14)

The costs of reinsurance, if applicable.
7

(15)

For cases involving medical malpractice.

toxic

substances. product and design liability. public entities. class
actions. and one million dollar ($1.000.000) or higher settlements
or judgments. all of the following data:
(A)

The number and amount of claims made and

paid. including the amount paid out in economic.
noneconomic. an punitive damages. categorized by
payment in response to jury and judge verdicts. and
precomplaint. postcomplaint. and postverdict
settlements.
(B)

The total amount paid for defense lawyer's

fees and other allocated loss adjustment expenses
in connection with.. and categorized by payment. in
response to jury and judge verdicts.

including

defense verdicts. and precomplaint. postcompl aint.
and postverdict settlements.
(C)

Whether po1ici es are wri t ten

0

n c1 aims made

0

r

claims paid basis. and whether there has been a
change in the preceding year.
(D)

The average time elapsed between receipt of

notice of a claim and payment of the claim,

and the

average investment income earned on the amount
ultimately paid during the intervening period.
categorized by the size of claims.
(E)

The number and total amount of c1 aims rna d e and

paid arising from occurrences in which a claim was made
8

against more than one defendant. and the amount by
which that amount exceeded the amount proportional to

the

insured's percentage of responsibility as
determined by a jury. judge or. for settled cases. as
estimated by the insurer. categorized by type of
damages paid.
1120.8.

(a)

An insurer" may make an application for a

change in a rate as prescrl.bed by the Commissioner.

No

application for any increase in any rate shall be made prior
to January 1. 1989.

No applic£,tton for an increase in any

rate shall be made within one

after an application for

y~ar

th e sam era t e •
(b)

The

shall be accompanied by all

appli.(:r-!{~-" :"'(l

of the following:
( 1)

A re r :0,o of the a ppl ica nt's i nv estment

of insurance premiums and
complete accounting of

re5,~rve

prof;

funds.

<~ccount

including a

(;r losses generated by

the

information required by

the

t.;~

holdings or investments.
(2)

Othe:

Comm iss ion e r.
(c ,
Commissioner
application.
Commissioner

:) p 0 n

r:~:;-

ci

i:-

t.

(If

an

a p p 1 i cat ion •

the

shall hold a public hearing to consider the
In

considering

the

application.

the

shall consider the material submi tted by the

insurer in support of the application, information submitted
under Section 1120.2,

all
9

information.

material

and/or

testimony presented by the Office of Consumer Advocacy and/or
the public. and any other relevant information.
(d)

In determining

insurer. the Commissioner

~he

costs claimed by an

shall deduct any profits made by

the insurer from the investment of premiums and reserve
account funds from the insurer's costs.
(e)

If the Commissioner

determines that a

change in a rate or rating plan is justified and corresponds
to a

prove~

change in the cost of the type of insurance. the
shall

Commissioner

If

grant the application.

th e

that the requested change is not

d~termines

justified, t:'le Commissioner

shall determine what rate or

rating plei is justified and shall order the use of that
rate.
In no case shall the Commissioner

1120.9.

of a rate

ill'

permit the use

a r-ating plan that is unreasonable. excessive or

discriminatory.

For that purpose, a discriminatory

rate or ratlrig plan includes any differentiation on the basis of
race. color. religion. national origin, ancestry. sex.

~,

marital status. lawful occupation, and for motor vehicle
liabilltj

~~,

~~c:

n:t

~zeographic

location.

All insurance rates shall be fair and

1120.10

reasonable. "Fair and reasonable" means the lowest possible rate
consistent

w~th

maintaining an economically viable and

solven~

insurance company.
1 121 •

If the Commissioner
10

determines that a rate or

rating plan is unreasonable, unfair. excessive. or
discriminatory. the Commissioner

may order the insurer using

that rate or plan to file with the Commissioner

the same

information as is required for a change in a rate.

After

consideration of that information. the Commissioner shall hold a
public hearing to consider the validity of the rate. and may at
that hearing order

the insurer to adopt a different rate and to

make a refund of premiums to affected insureds.
1121.2.

The Commissioner

may establish rules and

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
1121.4.
Commissioner
1121.8.
Commissioner

Any determination of a rate made by the
shall be made by an order of the Commissioner.
No order or determinatiQn made by the
under this chapter shall be effective prior to the

expiration of 20 days after notice and a copy are mailed to the
affected applicant and. if a petition for review is filed with
the court the effective date shall be extended for 10 days after
that filing. and may be further extended by the court.
1121.9.

Actions to challenge the- approval of any

application for an increase in any insurance rate. or any rate
or rating plan. may be brought by the Director of the Office of
Consumer Advocacy or any citizen of the State of California in
any Superior Court of this state within sixty (60) days of the
effective date of the approval.

Any person who successfully

challenges the grant of an application for an increase in rates
shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
11

1122.

Any insurer that violates any provision of this

_ chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
to ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) for each violation.
1122.2.

In addi tion to other penal ties prov i ded by thi s

code, the Commissioner may suspend or revoke, in whole or in part,
the certificate of authority of any insurer that violates this
chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION 9 •

Section 1853 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 1 0 •.

Section 1853.5 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 11.

Section 1853.6 of the

L;,cni~ance

Code is

repealed.
SECTION 12.

Sec t ion 1 85 3 . 7

0f

the.'. n s tn'·' neE' Cod e i s

repealed.
SECTION 13.

Section 1857.7(d) of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 14:

Section 1860.1

of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 15.

Section 1860.2 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 16.

Section 11628 of the Insurance Code is amended

to read:
11628.

(a )

No admitted insurer, licensed to issue and

issuing motor vehicle liability policies as defined in Section
12

16450 of the Vehicle Code.

shall fail or refuse to accept an

application for such insurance.
- applicant therefor.

to issue such insurance to an

or issue or cancel

such insurance under

conditions less favorable to the insured than in other comparable
cases.

except for reasons

cIlle..

applicable.L.~I~k~ to
fV\(.LnlL<.{ .:>tn:tv~)

persons of every

race. sex. reAgyage. color. religion.Anational origin. ancestry. or
. geogr,aphic area; nor shall race.

sex.

rr.':LntoJ sIDtusl

l~;Bs.e.

color.

reI igion •

"national origin. ancestry. or location within a geographic area
constitute a condition or risk for which a higher rate. premium. or
charge may be required of the .insur.ed for such insurance.

fCLL:h,1I5 ,at~.~{ ~~~~. dn'vlr\~ record o..v-.li b{PC' (J,t veJ,,,J\! 1V',He. ~-fil(\(1 of ,..a.tr~1

C"~,,\\ Lo·r:',i11.'1e. uf'. c.w·,JI

d. ~(n

('f'.\ {'.V

me. USe.
o.fCil".l.(
o("d\a.rq€S

pre.rfI.IUI'f\·l

Differentiation ln rates between geographical areas shall

\ ct\

constitute unfair discrimination.

apeak. reaa., Ivrite. or comp.r:.ehe.nd the ..£.nglish ] angua.g.a.
(b)

No admitted insurer',

licensed to issue and issuing

motor vehicle liability insuraDce policies as defined in Section
16450 of the Vehicle Code.

shall fail

application for such insurance.
an appl icant therefor.

or refuse to accept an

refuse to issue such insurance to

or cancel such insurance solely for the

reason that the applicant for such insurance or any insured is
employed in a specific occupation
(c )

Nothi ng in thi 5 section shall I imi t or restrict the

ability of an insurer to refuse to accept an application for or
refuse to issue or cancel such insurance for the reason that it is
a commercial vehicle or based upon the consideration of a vehicle's
size. weight. design or intended use.
13

(d)

The provisions of this section shall be known and may

be cited as the "Rosenthal-Robbins Auto Insurance Nondiscrimination
_ Law."
SECTION 17.

Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11890) is

added to Part 3 of Division 2 of the Insurance Code to read:
CHAPTER 5.

11890.

GOOD DRIVER INSURANCE

Every insurer that offers or issues any policy of

automobile liability insurance in this state shall offer and issue
good driver policies as required by this chapter.
1 i891.

For the purpose of this chapter. a, good driver

policy is a policy of automobile liability insurance that meets the
requirements of the financial responsibility laws that is provided
at rates established by the Commissioner.
11892.

The Commissioner

shall adopt a definition of

persons eligible for a good driver policy to include only factors
that affect the risk of liability under the policy and may provide
for categories of good drivers.
11893.

The Commissi oner

shall prov ide for di sti nctions

in rates based upon mileage driven and at least three categories of
good drivers be made on that basis.
The Commissioner

shall. within 90 days of the

effective date of t his chapter.

define eligible persons and

11894.

establish rates.

Rates shall be actuar1ally sound and based solely

upon the factors set forth in Sections 11892 and 11893.
11895.

All

admitted insurers that offer or issue
14

automobile liability insurance shall submit to the Commissioner
any information that the Commissioner

determines to be necessary

to carry out this chapter.
11896.

Upon petition by any person, any insurer, or the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy, the Commissioner
review the rates imposed by this chapter.

may

In any event, those

rates shall be reviewed at least once in every two years.
11897.

For the purpose of set ti ng i ni ti al rates a nd for

any change in rates, the Commissioner

shall hold a public hearing

for the consideration of all issues.
11898.

The Commissioner

may

est a b 1 ish r u 1 e s ,', ":1 d

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
11899.

Any de termination by the Commi ssi oner

shall he

made by an order of the Commissioner •
11900.

Any determination of the Commissioner

made

UDd~r

this chapter is subject to judicial review under Section 1094.5 of
the Code of Civil Procedure,

but a petition for renew sha:iJ

filed with the court before the effective date of the order.
1190 1.

Commissioner

No

order

or

determination

made

by

the

under this chapter shall be effective prior to the

expiration of twenty (20) days after notice and a Cf,""Y are . ",-, -"
to the affected person and, if a petition for review is filed with
the court, the effective da te shall be extended for ten (10) day s
after that filing, and may be further extended by the court.
11902.

Any insurer that violates any provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
15

to ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for each violation.
11903.

In addi ti on to other penal ties prov ided by this

_ Code, the Commissioner

may suspend or revoke,

the certificate of authority of any

in whole or part,

insurer that violates this

chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION 18.

SECTION 12902.1

is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
12902.1

The Commissioner, during the term of office, may

only be removed by the Legislature, two thirds of the membership of
each house concurring,

for incompetence,

neglect of duty,

or

corruption.
SECTION 19. Section 12904 of the Insurance Code is amended
to read:
12904.

Ca)

The Commissioner

and the Director of the

Offi ce of Consumer Advo ca cy may not be em p}. eyed by,

tran sac t

business as, or hold any financial interest in, any insurer, agent,
broker, any person required to be licensed under this code, or any
other person engaged in the business of insurance,

except that

nothing in this section prohibits the purchase of insurance from
any

of

those

persons.

The prohibition of this section shall

continue while the commissioner and director hold office an·d for
three years thereafter. For the purpose of this section. employment
includes acting as an officer or director as well as any other form
of employment.
(b)

If the Commissioner,

the Director of the

Office of Consumer Advocacy or any deputy or employee holds any
16

license or permit issued under this code. he or she shall surrender
it for cancellation within ten days after appointment and
- qualification.

Three years after the expiration of the term of

office of the Commissioner. or in the case of other employees. upon
termination of employment. the license or permit shall be reissued
for the balance of the then current license or permit without fee
or penal ty.
SECTION 20.

Division 4.5 (commencing with Section 13700)

is added to the Insurance Code to read:
DIVISION 4.5. OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCACY
13700.

There is in the Department of Insurance the Office

,of Consumer Advocacy.
13701.

The office shall be under the direction of the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

The director shall .be

appointed by the Attorney General with the consent of the Senate to
a two-year term expiring on January 1. of each even-numbered year.
The director may only be removed for incompetence. neglect of duty
or corru ptio n.
13702.

The office may partici pate on behal f of insurance

consumers in any
consumers.

proceeding or matter affecting insurance

It may receive complaints.

investigate alleged

violations of the law relating to insurance. recommend action by
the Commissioner. recommend changes in the law. and take any other
action to promote the interests of insurance consumers.
13703.

The Commissioner

shall provide the Office of

Consumer Advocacy with personnel sufficient to perform its duties.
17

13704.

The Director is subject to the restrictions of

Section 12904.
The Office of Consumer Advocacy shall employ its

13705.

own legal counsel and may initiate court proceedings.

including

actions and proceedings to review any decision or determination of
the Commissioner.
Th ere is hereby a ppropri ated f rom the General

13706.

Fund of the state to the Office of the Consumer Advocacy the sum of
$2501000.00 during the fiscal year of 1988- 1989. and the sum of
$750.Q(l0.00. adjusted for cost of living increases.

during each

fL-1(;a1

year thereafter.

of

(,frice of Consumer Advocacy pursuant to this chapter.

UF?

~t ;.. ,:>;,)~
th~

administrative

a Pl)i'O~';-:; B.tions.

0 1- 1..: er'

The

"'1"' ".: of funds unde r thi s a ppropr i ation shall be subj ect to

normal

R!n'~':,nCt:·

for expendi ture to support the operations

review

given

other

state

The Legi sl ature shall appropriate such addi tional

to the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

I'le;p

to

the Commissioner. and

noi es a s may be necessary to ca rry out the prov i si ons of

The Department of Finance. in preparing the state
budg;et. and
~ ~,.:,...'~ .':':~.~::

~1~'L

the Budget. Bill submitted to the Legislature.

shall

i tern for the support of the Fair Insurance Rates Act of

1988, which item shall indicate all of the following:

(1)

the

amounts to be appropriated to other agencies to carry out their
duties under this title. which amounts shall be in augmentation of
the support items of such agencies;

(2)

the additional amounts

required to be appropriated by the Legislature to the Office of
18

Consumer Advocacy and the Insurance Commissioner to carry out the
purposes of this title; and (3)
- purposes,

in parentheses, for informational

the continuing appropriation during each fiscal year of

$750 , 000 • 00 ,

ad jus ted for co s t

0

f Ii v i n gin c rea s e s ,

mad e t o t he

Office of Consumer Advocacy.
SECT ION 21.

N0

a d mit ted

ins u r e r

may

in excess of five

d ire c t 1 y

hundred

0

r

indirectly

donate money

dollars

($500.00),

or grant discounts in excess of five hundred dollars

($500.00) to anyone holding office in the State of California.
SECTION 22.

This

act

shall

not

be

amended

by

the

Legislature except to further its purpose by a statute passed by a
rollcall vote.

two-thirds of the membership of each House of the

Legislature concurring. or by a statute that becomes effective only
when approved by the electorate.
SECTION

23.

If

any

provision

of

this

act

or

the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
that i nv alidi ty shall not affect other prov isi ons or appl i~a ti ons
of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application,

and to this end,

the provisions of this act are

severable.
SECTION 24.

This act shall be known,

and may be ci ted as

the Fair Insurance Rates Act of 1988.
SECTION 25.

This act shall become operative 30 days after

its effective date.

Upon the operative date of this act, and until

January 1, 1989,

no insurance company shall charge a premium for

any policy covered by the provisions of this act which is higher
19

than that charged by the company for the same or similar pol icy on
July 1. 1987.

No insurance company shall cancel any insurance

policy in force as of the effective date of this act except upon a
showing of good cause made to the commissioner.

~.

'
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:

.
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FINAL DRAFT

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS

The Attorney General of California has prepared the
following title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the
proposed measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the
Attorney General.

This title and summary must also be printed

across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures are
to appear.)
TO THE
We.

SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Ha~~~ABLE

tr,t~

',""L2rsigned.

California. resid!:ncs 0f

_~,

registered. qualified voters of
_

County (or City and County),

hereby propose arr:endments to the Business and Professions Code,
Government Codp..
petition the

Bnd

S~cretary

Insurance Code.

relating to insurance.

and

of State to submit the same to the voters of

California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding
general election or at any special statewide election prior to that
generaJ

election or otherwise provided by law.
-, id

SECTION 1.

3;;;'

The proposed

follows:

Section 16704 is added to the Business and

Professions Code, to read:
16704.
code.

Notwithstanding any provision of the Insurance
the business of insurance.

the establishment of

insurance rates. and concerted actions by insurance companies
1

are governed by the consumer protection prohibitions of this
chapter; except that those businesses may. consi stent wi th
this section do the following:
(a)

Engage in any jOint underwriting.

pooling.

or

assigned

risk

program

establ ished by statute or the Insurance
Commissioner

to

assure

adequate

availability of particular types of
insurance.
(b)

Exchange information and experience

data with rating organizations for the
purpose of developing suggested rating
systems and rates. provided that all such
data shall be submitted to the Insurance
Commi ssioner

and made availabl e to.·· the

public.

SECTION 2.

Section 11552.1

is added to the Government

Code. to read:
Effective immediately. the annual salary of the
Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy of the
Department of Insurance shall be the salary set by
Section 11552 of the Government Code.
SECTION 3. Section 20 of the Insurance Code is amended to
read:
"Commissioner" means the Insurance Commissioner of this
2

state. Whenever in this code reference is made to the commissioner.
that reference shall be c·onstrued as a reference to the Insurance
Commissioner.
SECTION 4.

Section 480.5 is added to the Insurance Code

to read:
480.5

Notwithstanding Section 480.

for any

peril that has a duration in excess of one month. the insurer
shall permit the payment of the premium to be made on a
monthly basis. and shall impose no finance charge. interest.
or any other charge because of the monthly payment,.

No fee

or charge for a late payment may be imposed if the payment is
made no later'than 15 days after it is due.
SECTION 5.

Section 679.70 of the InS,Ji"lnCe Code is

repealed.
SECTION 6.

Section 679.7 0 is added t.o

:,>'~

Insurance

Code to read:
679.70.

This

chapt~r

applies to all policies of iDsurance on

risks located in or residents in this state.
SECTION 7.

Section ,790.03(f)

of the Insurai1ce Code is

amended to read:
Making or permitting sny unfair

di~crim1nation

between individuals of the same class and equal expectation of life
in the rates charged for any contract of life insurance or of life
annuity or in the dividends or other benefits payable thereon. or
in any other of the terms and conditions of such contract.
This subdivision shall be interpreted. for any contract of
3

ordi nary 1 ife insurance or i ndi vidual 1 ife a nnui ty appl ied for or
issued after the effective date of this act.

to

prohibit

differentials based upon the sex of the individual insured or
annuitant in the rates or dividends or benefits. or any combination
thereof.
SECTION 8.

Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1120) is

added to Part 2 of Division 1 of the Insurance Code. to read:

CHAPTER 1.5.

1120.

RATES

This chapter applies to all classes of insurance

except as follows:
(a)

Surety insurance.

(b)

Any type of insuranee that the Commissioner. by rule

or regulation. determines involves a unique sort of risk that
does not generally affect individuals.

organizations.

or

commercial enterprises generally.
1120.2.

On or before January 1. 1989 every admitted

insurer shall file with the Commissioner

a statement of all

types of insurance that it issues for delivery or offers in
the state. and for each type of insurance shall set forth the
applicable rate or rating plan by which the rate may be
determined.

Any insurer that issues for del ivery or offers

in this state a type of insurance that it had not previously
issued or offered shall.

prior to issuing or offering it.

file the applicable rate or rating plan.
4

1120.4

On or after January 1. 1989 no adm it ted insurer

may issue or offer for delivery in this state any type of insurance
for which a rate or rating plan has not been filed. and shall not
charge a rate different than that set forth in the rate or rating
plan filed under Section 1120.2 unless the change in rate has been
approved or required by the Commissioner •
1120.6

At the time of filing under Section 1120.2. or in

the case of a new insurer. upon application for licensure. and at
least annually thereafter.
Commissioner
(a)

every insurer shall file with the

the following information:
Every form of a policy.endorsement.

rider.

manual of blassifications. rules. rates. and rating
plan.

and

every

modification

modification of any of
(b)

or

proposed

those.

The following information for each specific

line and subline of insurance for each of the prior
four years:
(1)

Premiums written and earned.

(2)

Losses incurred.

unpaid.

incurred but not reported.

and paid.

loss reserves.

including
and

whether the reserves are discounted in anticipation
of future income from investments.
(3)

Expenses incurred and paid.

(4)

Total reserves.

and investment income on past

and present reserves.
(5)

Income generated from investment of past and
5

present premiums and reserve account funds.
(6)

The

n u"m b e r a n d t Y P e

renewed. canceled and nonrenewed.

0

f

pol i c i e s i s sue d •

and the number of new

pol ici es.
(7)

A rate level history.

(8)

Statewide rate level

information presented

separately for' both countrywide and

California

experience, with detailed justification for all
factors applied, including all of the following:
(A)

The number of exposures.

(8)

The premium at present rates or on the

present level as well as average actual premiums and
a v e rage i ndi v idual risk premium modi fica ti ons.

and d€!')i ts

or credits effected during the experience period.
(C)

Average anticipated individual

ri.sk

premium modifications, and debits or credits for
the period for which proposed rates will be in
effect.
(D)

The premium adjustment factor.

(E)

The number of claims.

(F)

Losses incurred, loss 'adjustment expenses

incurred.

the loss development factor,

and the

expected loss ratio. including commissions. general
expenses, taxes. licenses and fees.

acquisition

expenses, and the profit factor to be determined by
total return ratemaking. and the loss trend factor.
6

(G)

Other expenses incurred, separately by

category of expense, and the expense trend factor.
(9)

Classification experience,

except

that this

information may be omitted by any filer which has submitted its
classification experience to the Insurance Commission or the
coverages included in the filing within the last year.
(10) Increased limits experience.
(11) Comparisons of the following:
(A)

Loss ratios for agents canceled with loss

ratios for all agents for the most recent year.
(8)

Loss ratios of insureds cancelled or

nonrenewed with loss ratios for all insureds for the

most

recent year of th. experience period used for
ratemaking.
(C)

Average increased limits for the most recent

year of the experience period used for ratemaking with
average increased limits for

the most recent sample

period available.
(D)

The average deductible for the most recent year

of the experience period used for ratemaking with t h e
average deductible for the most recent sample period
available.
(12)
(13)

Changes in commissions.
Any changes implemented to reduce or contain

expenses.
(14)

The costs of reinsurance, if applicable.

7

(15)

substances,

For cases involving medical

malpra.ctice,

toxic

product and design liability, public entities, class

actions, and one mill ion doll ar ($1,000,000) or higher set tl ements
or jUdgments. all of the following data:
(A)

The number and amount of claims made and

paid, including the amount paid out in economic,
noneconomic, an punitive damages, categorized by
payment in response to jury and judge verdicts, and
precomplaint. postcomp1aint. and postverdict
settlements.
CB)

The total amount paid for defense lawyer's

fees and other allocated loss adjustment expenses
in connection with and categorized by payment in
response to jury and judge verdicts,
defense verdi cts, and precomp1 aint.

including

postcompl ai nt.

and postverdict settlements.
CC)

Whether policies are written on claims made

0

r

claims paid basis. and whether there has been a
change in the preceding year.
CD)

The average time elapsed between receipt of

notice of a claim and payment of the claim,

and the

average investment income.earned on the amount
ultimately paid during the intervening period.
categorized by the size of claims.
(E)

The number and total amount of cl aims rna dean d

paid arising from occurrences in which a claim was made
8

against more than one defendant. and the amount by
which that amount· exceeded the amount proportional to

the

insured's percentage of responsibility as
determined by a jury. judge or. for settled cases. as
estimated by the insurer. categorized by type of
damages paid.
(a)

1120.8.

An insurer may make an application for a

change in a rate as prescribed by the Commissioner.

No

application for any increase in any rate shall be made prior
to ,January 1. 1989.

No application for an increase in any

rRte 9hall be made within one year after an application for
the J2me 1"a teo

(b)

The application shall be accompanied by all

of th2 following:

( 1)

of.

L1S,j;~ance

A record of the applicant's i nv estment

premiums and reserve account funds.

including a

complete accounting of profits or losses generated by

the

holdings or investments.
(2)

Other information required by

the

Commissioner.
(c)
Commissioner
application.
Commissioner

Upon

receipt

of

an application,

the

shall hold a public hearing to consider the
In

considering

the

application.

the

shall consider the material submi tted by the

insurer in support of the application. information submitted
under Section 1120.2,

all
9

information.

material

and/or

testimony presented by the Office of Consumer Advocacy and/or
the public, and any other relevant information.
Cd)

In determining the costs claimed by an

insurer, the Commissioner

shall deduct any profi ts made by

the insurer from the investment of premiums and reserve
account funds from the insurer's costs.
Ce)

If the Commissioner

determines that a

change in a rate or rating plan is justified and corresponds
to a proven change in the cost of the type of insurance. the
Commissioner
Commissioner

shall

grant the application.

If

the

determines that the requested change is not

justified. the Commissioner

shall determine what rate or

rating plan is justified and shall order the use of that
rate.
In no case shall the Commissioner

1120.9.

permit the use

of a rate or a rating plan that is unreasonable, excessive or
discriminatory.

For that purpose, a discriminatory

rate or rating plan includes any differentiation on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex,
marital status, lawful occupation and, for motor vehicle
liability insurance. age and geographic location.
1120.10

All insurance rates shall be fair and

reasonable. "Fair and reasonable" means the lowest possible rate
consistent with maintaining an economically viable and solvent
insurance company.
1121.

If the Commissioner
10

determines that a rate or

rating plan is unreasonable, unfair.
discriminatory. the Commissioner

excessive~

or

may order the insurer using

that rate or plan to file with the Commissioner

the same

information as is required for a change in a rate.

After

consideration of that information. the Commissioner shall hold a
public hearing to consider the validity of the rate, and may at
that hearing order

the insurer to adopt a

differe~~:

rate and to

make a refund of premiums to affected insureds.
1121.2.

The Commi!sioner

regul a tion s to effect t: i.
1121.4.

Commissioner

Any

d€·~.

'.•:;

may estsblist rules End

thi 5 cb a pte r.

:minaticr: ::" a

rQ:~

shall be made. by an order

~f

m::ie by the

the

C~r~issioner.

1121.8.:: No order or determinat.:ic;r, rna:!€: ty

Commissioner

under this chapter shall be

t.:.;;

effec~1ve

prior to the

expiration of 20 days after notice and a copy are mailed to the
affected applicant and. if a petition

the court the effective date shall be "
that filing. and may be further
1121.9.

review is filed with

fc~

extent~~

Actions to challenge the

:e~js:
~

for 10 days after

:~e

~~~roval

court.
of any

application for an increase in any insurance rate. or any rate
or rating plan. may be brought by the Director of the Office of
Consumer

Advoca~y

or any citizen of the State of California in

any Superior Court of this state within sixty (60) days of the
effective date of the approval.

Any person who successfully

challenges the grant of an application for an increase in rates
shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
11

1122.

Any insurer that violates any provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of

up

to ten thousand dollars (*10.000.00) for each violation.
"'22.2.

In addi tion to other penal ties provi ded by thi f.

code. the Commissioner may suspend or revoke. in whole or in part,
the certificate of authority of any insurer that violates this
chapter or any ·order made under it.
Section 1853 of the Insurance Code is

SECTION 9 .
repealed.
SECTION 10,

Section 1853.5 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION .,•

~

t.

~, .: (") t

ion 1 85 3 • 6

0

f

the Ins u ran c e Cod e i s

repealed.
SECTI8N

.~

)

.

S€ction 1853.7 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
S~H~t.ion

SECTION 1:3 ,

1857.7(d) of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 1 Ii •

Section 1860.1

of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION

·1 c;
'i

",

ill

Sectj.on 1860.2 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 16 •

Section 11628 of the Insurance Code is amended

to read:
11628.

(a )

No admitted insurer. licensed to issue and

issuing motor vehicle liability policies as defined in Section
12

16450 of the Vehi cl e Code. shall fail or refu se to a cce pt an
application for such insurance. to issue such insurance to an
appl icant therefor.

or issue or cancel such insurance under

conditions less favorable to the insured than in other comparable
cases. except for reasons applicable

al~ke

m.'Ln tcJ ~hLtv s)

race. sex. age. color. religion.

~national

to persons of every

origin. ancestry. or

geographic area; nor shall race. sex. age. color. religion. marital
status. national origin. ancestry. or location within a geographic
area constitute a condition or risk for which a higher rate •
.

~

pr'emium.

or charge may be required of the insured for such

insurance.

The use. of any factors other than driving record and
.'

type of vehicle in the setting of rates. premiums or charges shall
constitute unlawful discrimination.
Differentiation in rates between geographical areas shall
constitute unfair discrimination.
(b)

No admitted insurer. licensed to issue and issuing
.

.

motor vehicle liability insurance policies as defined in Section
16450 of the Vehicle Code. shall fail or refuse to accept an
application for such insurance. refuse to iss·ue such insurance to
an applicant therefor.

or cancel such insurance solely for the

reason that the applicant for such insurance or any insured is
employed in a specific occupation.
( c)

Nothi ng in thi s secti on shall 1 imi t or restrict the

ability of an insurer to refuse to accept an application for or
refuse to issue or cancel such insurance for the reason that it is
a commercial vehicle or based upon the consideration of a vehicle's
13

size. weight. design or intended use.
(d)

The provisions of this section shall be known and

~ay

be cited as the "Rosenthal-Robbins Auto Insurance Nondiscrimination
Law. "

Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11890) is

SECTION 17.

added to Part 3 of Division 2 of the Insurance Code to read:
CHAPTER 5.

11890.

GOOD DRIVER INSURANCE

Every insurer that offers or issues any policy of

automobile liability insurance in this state shall offer and issue
good driver policies as
11891.

~equired

by this chapter.

For tne.purpose of this chapter,

;:~

good driver

policy is a policy of automobile
liability insurance thaL meets the
,.....
.

~

requirements of the financial responsibility laws

th~t

is provided

at rates established by the Commissioner.
11892.

The

Co~mlssioner

shall adopt a definition of

persons eligible for a -good driver policy to include only factors
-that affect the risk of liability under the policy and

~2y

provide

for categories of good drivers.
11893.

The Commissioner

shall provide for distinctions

in rates based upon mileage driven and at

}'_~'~st

thre:~

cat-~gories

of

good drivers be made on that basis.
11894.
effective

dat~

establish rates.

The Commissioner
of this chapter.

shall. within

90

days of the

define eligible persons and

Rates shall be actuarially sound and based solely

upon the factors set forth in Sections 11892 and 11893.

·.
11895.

All

admitted

insurers that offer or issue

automobile liability insurance shall submit to the Commissioner
any information that the Commissioner

determines to be necessary

to carry out this chapter.
11896.

Upon peti tion by any person. any insurer. or the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy. the Commissioner
review the rates imposed by this chapter.

may

In any event. those

rates shall be reviewed at least once in every two years.
11897.

For the purpose of setting initial rates and for

any change in rates. the Commissioner

shall hold a public hearing

for the consideration of all iss;,.-;;:.
11898.

The Commissicli:::-

regulations to :effectuate this
11899.

<i!i!_'.Y

establish rules and

(;~-.O:t",,':,(;i~.

Any de termina t,1 on by the Commissi oner

shall be

made by an order of the CommissioDer .
11900.

Any determination of the Commissioner

this chapter is subject to

judicj~l

the Code of Civil Procedure,

made under

review under Section 1094.5

o~

but a petition for renew shall be

filed with the court before the effective date of the order.
11901.
Commissioner

N0

0

r de r

0 i"

under this chapter

d e t e r'm ina t ion
shalL

mad e

by

the

be effective prior to the

expiration of twenty (20) days after notice and a copy are mailed
to the affected person and. if a petition for review is filed with
the court.

the effective date shall be extended for ten (10) days

after that filing. and may be further extended by the court.
11902.

Any insurer that violates any provision of this
15

·.
chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
to ten thousand dollars ($10.000) for each violation.
11903.

In a ddi tion to other penal ti es prov ided by this

Code. the Commissioner

may suspend or revoke. in whole or part.

the certificate of authority of any insurer that violates this
chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION 18.

SECTION 12902.1 is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
12902.1

The Commissioner. during the term of office. may

only be removed by the Legislature. two thirds of the membership of
each house concurring.

for incompetence.

neglect of duty.

or

corruption.
SECTION 19. Section 12904 of the Insurance Code is amended
to read:
1 2904 .

( a)

The Com miss ion era n d t.h e Dire c tor

Office of Consumer Advocacy may not be employed by.

0

f the

transact

business as. or hold any financial interest int any insurer. agent.
broker. any person required to be licensed under this code. or any
other person engaged in the business of insurance. except that
nothing in this section prohibits the purchase of insurance from
any of those persons.

The prohibition of this section shall

continue while the commissioner and director hold office and for
three years thereafter. For the purpose of this section. employment
includes acting as an officer or director as well as any other form
of employ ment.
(b)

If the Commissioner.
16

the Director of the

Office of Consumer Advocacy or any deputy or employee holds any
license or permit issued onder this code. he or she shall surrender
it for cancellation within ten days after appointment and
qualification. Three years after the expiration of the term of
office of the Commissioner, or in the case of other employees, upon
termination of employment, the liceftse or permit shall be reissued
for the balance of the then current license or permit without fee
or penal ty.
SECTION 20.

Division 4.5 (commencing with Section 13700)

is added to the Insurance Code to read:
DIVISION 4.5. OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCACY
13700.

There is in the Department of Insurance the Office

of Consumer Advocacy.
13701.

The office shall be under the directioll of the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

The director shall be

appointed by the Attorney General with .the cobsent of the Senate to
a two-year term expiring on January 1, of each even-numbered year.
The director may only be removed for incompetence, neglect of duty
or corruption.
13702.

The office may participate on behalf of insurance

consumers in any proceeding or matter affecting insurance
consumers.

It may

receive complaints.

investigate alleged

violations of the law relating to insurance, recommend action by
the Commissioner, recommend changes in the law. and take any other
action to promote the interests of insurance consumers.
13703.

The Commissioner
17

shall provide the Office of

Consumer Advocacy with personnel sufficient to perform its duties.
13704.

The Director is subject to the restrictions of

Section 12904.
13705.

The Office of Consumer Advocacy shall employ its

own legal counsel and may initiate court proceedings,

including

actions and proceedings to review any decision or determination of
the Commissioner.
13706.

There is hereby appropriated from the General

Fund of the state to the Office of the Consumer Advocacy the sum of
$250,000.00 during the fiscal year of 1988- 1989, and the sum of
$750,000.00.

incr~ases,

adjusted for cost of living

fiscal year thereafter,

for expendi ture to

during each

the operations

SUPPOi"t

of the Office of Consumer Advocacy pursuant to this chapter.

The

expendi ture of funds under this appropriation shall be subject to
the

normal

administrative

appropriations.

review

The Legislature shall

given

to

approp!"iat~

amounts to the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

other
:31.H:.h

state

additional

the Commissioner. and

other agenci es as may be necessary to carry out the

~.r(}V

isionsof

this ti tIe.
The Department of Finance. in preparing the state
budget and the Budget Bill submitted to the Legislature.

shall

include an item for the support of the Fair Insurance Rates Act of
1988, which item shall indicate all of the following:

(1)

the

amounts to be appropriated to other agencies to carry out their
duties under this title. which amounts shall be in augmentation of
the support items of such agenci es;
18

(2)

the addi tional amounts

·.
req ui red to be a ppropriated by the Legi sl ature to the Office of
Consumer Advocacy and

th~

Insurance Commissioner to carry out the

purposes of this ti tIe; and (3)
purposes.

in parentheses. for informational

the continuing appropriation during each fiscal year of

$750.000.00.

adjusted for cost of living increases. made to the

Office of Consumer Advocacy.
SECTION 21.

No

indirectly

donate money

( $ 500.00).

0

r

admitted

insurer

may

directly

or

in excess of five hundred dollars

gr ant di scounts in excess of five hundred doll ars

($500.00) to anyone holding office in the State of California.
SECTION 22.

This

act

shall

not

be

amended

by

the

Legislature except to further its purpose by a statute passed by a
r:ollcall vote.

two-thirds of the membership of each House of the

Legislature concurring. or by a statute that becomes effective only
when approved by the electorate.
SECTION

23.

If

any

provision of

this act

or

the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid.
that i nv alidi ty shall not affect other prov isions or appl ications
of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or appl ication.

and to this end.

the provisions of this act are

severabl e.
SECTION 24.

This act shall be known. and may be ci ted as

the Fair Insurance Rates Act of 1988.
III

SECTION 25.

The People of the State of California do

hereby find and declare that it is in the public interest to
effectively regulate the business of insurance in the State of
19

..

.
California.

It is also in the public interest to prohibi t certain

discriminatory practices of the insurance industry which set
insurance rates on the basis of discriminatory criteria which
adversely affect the people of the State of California. This act is
a remedi a1 measure,

and its provisions are to be liberally

construed.
SECTION 26.

This act shall become operative 30 days after

its effective date.

Upon the operative date of this act. and until

J a nua ry

1.

1989,

no insurance company shall charge a premium for

any policy covered by the provisions of this act which is higher
than

th~t

July 1

f

~harged

198'1.

b~

the company for the same or similar policy on

No insurance company shall cancel any insurance

policy in force as of the effective date of this act except upon a
showi~g

of

~ood

cause made to the commissioner.

l
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ADAM BURTON
1250 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 303
P.O. Box 17337
Los Angeles, California 90017
(213) 481-2246

Juiy 29, 1987

Attorney General John Van De Kamp
California Department of Justice
1515 "K" Street
.
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:

Proposed :Ballot

Initiative

Dear Mr. Van De Kamp:
I am the proponent of a proposed ballot initiative
which is designed to regulate insurance rates an eliminate
certain discriminating practices of the insurance industry.
I am submitting this measure to your office for the preparation of the ballot title and summary. I have enclosed a
copy of the measure, a check for $200.00 and a copy of proof
of my voter registration. Time is of the essence in handling
this matter, as we want to put it on the ballot for the June
1988 election.
If you have any questions or problems, please do
not hesitate to call me at (213) 481-2246. Your cooperation
in this matter will be most appreciated.
Sincerely,

ILhm/&~
Adam Burton

rTJ,~--

r-'

r.-:'
r~

AB:mr
Enclosure(s)

c3

...

~,

;

INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS

The Attorney General

of California has

prepared tb·.

following title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the
proposed measure:
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the
Attorney General.

This title and summary must also be printed

across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures are
to appear.)
TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY· OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA
We,

the undersigned,

registered, qualified voters of

California, residents of

County (or City and County),

hereby propose amendments to the Business and Professions Code,
Government Code,

and Insurance Code, relating to insurance, and

petition the Secretary of State to submit the same to the voters of
California for their adoption or rejection at the next succeeding
general election or at any special statewide election prior to that
general

election or otherwise provided by law.

The proposed

statutory amendments read as follows:
SECTION 1.

Section 16704 is added to the Business and

Professions Code. to read:
16704.
code.

Notwithstanding any provision of the Insurance
the business of insurance.

the establishment of

insurance rates. and concerted actions by insurance companies

are governed by the consumer protection prohibitions of this
chapter; except that those businesses may, consistent with
this section do the following:
(a)

Engage in any jOint underwriting,

pooling,

or

assigned

risk

program

establ ished by statute or the Insurance
Commissioner

to

availability of

assure

adequate

particular types of

insurance.
(b)

Exchange information and experience

data with rating organizations for the
purpose of developing suggested rating
systems and rates, provided that all such
data shall be submitted to the Insurance
Commissioner

and made available to the

publ ic.

SECTION 2.

Section 11552.1

1s added to the Government

Code, to read:
Effective immediately,

the annual salary of the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy of the
Department of Insurance shall be the salary set by
Section 11552 of the Government Code.
SECTION 3. Section 20 of the Insurance Code is amended to
read:
"Commissioner" means the Insurance Commissioner of this
2

state. Whenever in this code reference is made to the commissioner.
that reference shall be construed as a reference to the Insurance
Commissi onere
Section 480.5 is added to the Insurance Code

SECTION 4.
to read:

Notwithstanding Section 480.

480.5

for any

peril that has a duration in excess of one month. the insurer
shall permit the payment of the premium to be made on a
monthly basis. and shall impose no finance charge. interest.
or any other charge because of the monthly payment.

No fee

or charge for a late payment may be imposed if the payment is
made no later than 15 days after it is due.
SECTION 5.

Section 679.70 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 6.

Section 679.70 is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
679.70.

This chapter applies to all policies of insurance on

risks located in or residents in this state.
SECTION 7.

Section 790.03(f) of the Insurance Code is

amended to read:
Making or permitting any unfair discrimination
between individuals of the same class and equal expectation of life
in the rates charged for any contract of life insurance or of life
annui ty or in the dividends or other benefits payable thereon. or
in any other of the terms and conditions of such contract.
This subdivision shall be interpreted. for any contract of
3

ordinary life insurance or individual life annuity applied for or
issued

after

the

effective

date

of

this

act,

to

prohibit

differentials based upon the sex of the individual insured or
•
annuitant in the rates or dividends'or benefits, or any combination
thereof.
SECTION 8.

Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1120) is

added to Part 2 of Division 1 of the Insurance Code, to read:

CHAPTER 1.5.

1120.

RATES

This chapter applies to all classes of insurance

except as follows:
(a)

Surety insurance.

(b)

Any ty pe of insurance that the Commissi oner, by rul e

or regulation,
does

determines involves a unique sort of risk tha t

not generally

affect individuals ..

organizations,

or

commercial enterprises generally.
1120.2.

On or before January 1,

insurer shall file with the Commissioner

1989 every

admitted

a statement of all

ty pe s of insurance that it issue s for del ivery or offers in
the state, and for each type of insurance shall set forth the
applicable rate or rating plan by which the rate may be
de termi ned.

Any insurer tha tissue s for delivery or offers

in this state a type of insurance that it had not previously
issued or offered shall,

prior to issuing or offering it,

file the applicable rate or rating plan.
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1120.4

On or after January 1. 1989 no admitted insurer

may issue or offer for delivery in this state any type of insurance
for which a rate or rating pI an has not been filed. and shall not
ch~rge a rate different than tha~ ~et forth in the rate or rating

plan filed under Section 1120.2 unless the change in rate has been
approved or required by the Commissioner.
1120.6

At the time of filing under Section 1120.2. or ir.

the case of a new insurer, upon application for licensure. and at
least annually thereafter.
Commissioner

every insurer shall file with the

the following information:

(a) Every form of a policy. endorsement.

rider.

manual of classifications. rules. rates. and rating
plan.

and

every

modification or

modification of any of
(b)

proposed

those.

The following information for each specific

line and subline of insurance for each of the prior
four years:
(1)

Premiums written and earned.

(2)

Losses incurred.

unpaid.

incurred but not reported.

and paid.

loss reserves.

including
and

whether the reserves are discounted in anticipation
of future income from investments.
(3)

Expenses incurred and paid.

(4)

Total reserves.

and investment income on past

and present reserves.
(5)

Income generated from investment of past and
5

present premiums and reserve account funds.
(6)

The

number

and

type

renewed, canceled and nonrenewed,

of

policies

issued,

and the number of new

pol ic i es.
(7)

A rate level history.

(8)

Statewide rate level

separately for

information presented

both countrywide and

California

experience, with detailed justification for all
factors applied, including all of the following:
(A)

The number of exposures.

(S>

The premium at present rates or on the

present level as well as average actual premiums and
average individual risk premium modifications. and debi ts
or credits effected during the experience period.
(C)

Average anticipated individual risk

premium modifications, and debi ts or credi ts for
the period for which proposed rates will be 1n
effect.
(D)

The premium adjustment factor.

eEl

The number of claims.

(F)

Losses incurred, loss adjustment expenses

incurred.

the loss development factor.

and the

expected loss ratio. including commissions. general
expenses, taxes, licenses and fees.

acquisition

expenses, and the profit factor to be determined by
total return ratemaking. and the loss trend factor.
6

(G)

Other expenses incurred. separately by

category of expense. and the expense trend factor.
(9)

Classification experience.

except

that

this

information may be omitted by any filer which has submitted its
cl assification experience to the ,Insurance Commission or the
coverages included in the filing within the last year.
(10) Increased limits experience.
(11) Comparisons of the following:

CA)

Loss ratios for agents canceled with loss

ratios for all agents for the most recent year.
(B)

Loss ratios of insureds cancelled or

nonrenewed with loss ratios for all insureds for the

most

recent year of the experience period used for
ratemaking.
(C),

Average increased limits for the most recent

year of the experience period used for ratemaking with
average increased limits for

the most recent sample

period available.
(D)

The average deductible for the most recent year

of the experience period used for ratemaking with t h e
average deductible for the most recent sample period
available.
(12)
( 13)

Changes in commissions.
Any

changes implemented to reduce or contain

expenses.
(14)

The costs of reinsurance. if applicable.
7

(15)
substances.

For cases involving medical malpractice.

toxic

product and design liability. public entities.

class

actions. and one million dollar ($1.000.000) or higher settlements
or'judgments. all of the following data:
(Al

The number and amount of claims made and

paid. including the amount paid out in economic.
noneconomic. an punitive damages. categorized by
payment in response to jury and judge verdicts. and
precomplaint. postcomplaint. and postverdict
set tl em en t s.
( B)

Th e total amoun t

pa i d f or defense 1 awyer' s

fees and other allocated loss adjustment expenses
in connection with and categorized by payment in
respons~

to jury and judge verdicts.

including

defense verdi cts. and precompl aint. postcompl aint.
and postverdict settlements.
(C)

Whether policies are written on claims made

0

r-

claims paid basis. and whether there has been a
change in the preceding year.
(D)

The average time elapsed between receipt of

notice of a claim and payment of the claim.

and the

average investment income earned on the amount
ultimately paid during the intervening period.
categorized by the size of claims.
(E)

The number and total amount of claims made and

paid arising from occurrences in which a claim was made
8

against more than one defendant, and the amount by
which that amount exceeded the amount proportional to

the

insured's percentage of responsibility as
determined by a jury, judge dr, for settled cases, as
estimated by the insurer, categorized by type of
damages paid.
1120.8.

(a)

An insurer may make an application for a

change in a rate as prescribed by the Commissioner.

No

application for any increase in any rate shall be made prior
t

0

Jan u a r y 1, 1 9 89 •

No a p pI i cat ion for ani ncr e a s e ina n y

rate shall be made within one year after an application for
the same rate.
(b)

The application shall be accompanied by all

of the followi~g:
(1)

A record of the applicant's investment

of insurance premiums and reserve account funds,

including a

complete accounting of profits or losses generated by

the

holdings or investments.
(2)

0 the r

i n for mat ion r eq u ire d by

the

Commi ssioner.
(c)
Commissioner
application.
Commissioner

Upon

receipt

of

an

application,

the

shall hold a public hearing to consider the
In

considering

the

application,

shall consider the material submitted

the

by the

insurer in support of the appl ication, information submi tted
under Section 1120.2,

all
9

information,

material

and/or

testimony presented by the Office of Consumer Advocacy and/or
the public. and any other relevant information.
(d)

In determining the costs claimed by an

insure r. the Commi ssioner

sh all deduc t any profi t s made by

the insurer from the investment of premiums and reserve
account funds from the insurer's costs.
(e )

If the Commissioner

determines that a

change in a rate or rating plan -is justified and corresponds
to a proven change in the cost of the type of insurance. the
Commissioner
Commissioner

shall

grant

the application.

If

the

determines that the requested change is not

justified. the Commissioner

shall determine what rate or

rating plan is justified and shall order the use of that
rate.
1120.9.

In no case shall the Commissioner

permit the use

of a rate or a rating plan that is unreasonable. excessive or
discriminatory.

For that purpose. a discriminatory

rate or rating plan includes any differentiation on the basis of
race. color. religion. national origin. ancestry. sex. age.
marital status. lawful occupation. and for motor vehicle
liability insurance. geographic location.
1120.10

All insurance rates shall be fair and

reasonable. "Fair and reasonable" means the lowest possible rate
consistent with maintaining an economically viable and solvent
insurance company.
1121.

If the Commissioner
10

determines that a rate or

rating plan is unreasonable. unfair. excessive. or
discriminatory. the Commissioner

may order the insurer using

that rate or plan to file with the Commissioner

the same

.information as is required for a change in a rate.

After

consideration of that information. the Commissioner shall hold a
public hearing to consider the validity of the rate. and may at
that hearing order

the insurer to adopt a different rate and to

make a refund of premiums to affected insureds.
1121.2.

The Commissioner

may establish rules and

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
1121.4.
Commissioner
1121.8.
Commissioner

Any determination of a rate made by the
shall be made by an order of the Commissioner.
No order or determination made by the
under this chapter shall be effective prior to the

expiration of 20 days after notice and a copy are mailed to the
affected applicant and. if a petition for review is filed with
the court the effective date shall be extended for 10 days after
that filing, and may be further extended by the court.
1121.9.

Actions to challenge the approval of any

application for an increase in any insurance rate. or any rate
or rating plan, may be brought by the Director of the Office of
Consumer Advocacy or any citizen of the State of California in
any Superior Court of this state within Sixty (60) days of the
effective date of the approval.

Any person who successfully

challenges the grant of an application for an increase in rates
shall be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs.
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1122.

Any

insurer

that violates any

provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
to ten thousand dollars ($10.000.00) for each violation.
1122.2.

code.

In addition to oth,er penalties provided by

this

the Commissioner may suspend or revoke. in whole or in part.

the certificate of authority of any insurer that violates this
chapter or any order made under it.
SECTION 9 .

Section 1853

of

the

Insurance

Code is

repealed.
SECTION 10.

Section 1853.5 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 11.

Section 1853.6 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION. 12.

Section 1853.7 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 1 3.

Section 1857.7(d) of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 14.

Section 1860.1

of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 15.

Section 1860.2 of the Insurance Code is

repealed.
SECTION 16.

Section 11628 of the Insurance Code is amended

to read:
11628.

(a )

No admitted insurer.

licensed to issue and

issuing motor vehicle liability policies as defined in Section
12

16450

of the Vehicle Code.

shall fail or refuse to accept an

a p pI i cat ion for sue h ins u ran c e • t
appl icant therefor.

iss u e sue h ins u ran c e t

0

an

or issue or cancel such insurance under

less favorable to the insured than in other comparable

co~ditions

cases,

0

except for reasons applicable alike to persons of every

race, sex, language, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, or
geographic area; nor shall race, sex, language, color,

religion.

national origin, ancestry, or location within a geographic area
constitute a condition or risk for which a higher rate, premium, or
charge may be required of the insured for such insurance.
Differentiation in rates between geographical areas shall
constitute unfair discrimination.
As used in this section, "language" means the inability to
speak, read, write, or comprehend the English language.
(b)

No admitted insurer, licensed to issue and issuing

motor vehicle liability insurance policies as defined in Section
16ij50 of the Vehicle Code,

shall fail or refuse to accept an

appl ication for such insurance, refuse to issue such insurance to
an applicant therefor,

or cancel such insurance solely for the

reason that the applicant for such insurance or any insured is
employed in a specific occupation.
(c)

Nothing in this section shall limit or restrict the

ability of an insurer to refuse to accept an application for or
refuse to issue or cancel such insurance for the reason that it is
a commercial vehicle or based upon the consideration of, a vehicle's
size, weight, design or intended use.
13

(d)

The provisions of this section shall be known and may

be cited as the "Rosenthal-Robbins Auto Insurance Nondiscrimination
Law. "
SECTION 17.

Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 11890)

i~

added to Part 3 of Division 2 of the Insurance Code to read:
CHAPTER 5.

GOOD DRIVER INSURANCE

Every insurer that offers or issues any policy of

11890.

automobile liability insurance in this state shall offer and issue
good driver policies as required by this chapter.
For the purpose of this chapter. a good driver

11891.

policy is a policy of automobile liability insurance that meets the
requirements of the financial responsibility laws that is provided
at rates established by the Commissioner.
The Commissioner

11892.

shall adopt a definition of

persons eligible for a good driver policy to include only factors
that affect the risk of liability under the policy and may provide
for categories of good drivers.
The Commissioner

11893.

shall provide for distinctions

in rates based upon mileage driven and at least three categories of
good drivers be made on that basis.
The Commissioner

11894.

e f f e c t i v e d ate
establish rates.

0

f

t his c hap t e r.

shall. within 90 days of the
de fin eel i g i bl e per son san d

Rates shall be actuarially sound and based solely

upon the factors set forth in Sections 11892 and 11893.
1 1895 .

All

admitted
14

insurers t hat

0

f f e ro r

iss u e

automobile 1 iability insurance shall submit to the Commissioner
any i nforma tio n tha t the Commi s sioner

determine s to be nece ssa ry

to carry out this chapter.
11896.
Dir~ctor

Upon petition by any person, any insurer, or the

of the Office of Consumer

~dvocacy,

rev i e w the rat e s imp 0 sed by t his c hap t e r •

the Commissioner

may

I n a ny eve n t • tho s e

rates shall be reviewed at least once in every two years.
11897.

For the purpose of setting initial rates and for

any change in rates, the Commissioner

shall hold a public hearing

for the consideration of all issues.
1'898.

The Commissioner

may

establish rules and

regulations to effectuate this chapter.
11899.

Any determination by the Commissioner

shall be

made by an order of the Commissioner •
11900.

. Any determination of the Commissioner

made under

this chapter is subject to judicial review under Section 1094.5 of
the Code of Civil Procedure.

but a petition for renew shall be

filed with the court before the effective date of the order.
11901 •

Commissioner

No

order

or

determination made

by

the

under this chapter shall be effective prior to the

expiration of twenty (20) days after notice and a copy are mailed
to the affected person and. if a petition for review is filed with
the cour t,

the effecti ve da te shall be extended for ten (10) day s

after that filing, and may be further extended by the court.
11902.

Any insurer that violates any provision of this

chapter or order made under this chapter is liable for a fine of up
15

to ten thousand dollars ($10.000) for each violation.
11903.

In addition to other penalties provided by this

Code, the Commissioner

may suspend or revoke, in whole or part.

the certificate of authority of any insurer that violates th:i
•

chapter or any order made under ito .
SECTION 18.

SECTION 12902.1

is added to the Insurance

Code to read:
12902.1

The Commissioner, during the term of office. may

only be removed by the Legislature, two thirds of the membership of
each house concurring,

for incompetence,

neglect of duty,

or

corruption.
SECTION 19. Section 12904 of the Insurance Code is amended
to read:
12904.

(a) The Commissioner and the Director of the

Office of Consumer Advocacy may not be employed by,

transact

business as, or hold any financial interest in. any insurer, agent,
broker. any person required to be licensed under this code, or any
other person engaged in the business of insurance. except that
nothing in this section prohibits the purchase of insurance from
any of those

persons.

The prohibition of this section shall

continue while the commissioner and director hold office and for
three years thereafter. For the purpose of this section, employment
includes acting as an officer or director as well as any other form
of employment.
(b) If the Commissioner,

the Director of the

Office of Consumer Advocacy or any deputy or employee holds any
16

license or permit issued under this code, he or she shall surrender
it for cancellation within ten days after appointment and
qualification.

Three years after the expiration of the term of

office of the Commissioner, or in the case of other employees, upon
termination of employment, the license or permit shall be reissued
for the balance of the then current license or permit without fee
or penalty.
Division 4.5 (commencing with Section 13700)

SECTION 20.

is added to the Insurance Code to read:
DIVISION 4.5. OFFICE OF CONSUMER ADVOCACY
13700.

There is in the Department of Insurance the Office

of Consumer Advocacy.
13701.

The office shall be under the direction of the

Director of the Office of Consumer Advocacy.

The director shall be

appointed by the Attorney General with the consent of the Senate to
a two-year term expiring on January 1. of each even-numbered year.
The director may only be removed for incompetence. neglect of duty
or corruption.
13702.

The office may participate on behal f of insurance

consumers in any
consumers.

proceeding or matter affecting insurance

It may

receive complaints.

investigate alleged

violations of the law relating to insurance. recommend action by
the Comm i ssi one r, recommend change sin the law, and take a ny other
action to promote the interests of insurance consumers.
13703.

The Commissioner

shall

provide the Office of

Consumer Advocacy with personnel sufficient to perform its duties.
17

The Director is subject to the restrictions of

13104.

Section 12904.
Th e Office of Co nsumer Adv ocacy shall employ its

13105.

own legal counsel and may initiate court proceedings,

includinr

actions and proceedings to review any decision or determination of
the Commissioner.
There is hereby

13706.

appropriated from the General

Fund of the state to the Office of the Consumer Advocacy the sum of
$250,000.00 dur i ng the fiscal year of 1988- 1989.
$150,000.00,

and the sum of

adjusted for cost of living increases,

fiscal year thereafter,

during each

for expendi ture to support the operations

of the Office of Consumer Advocacy pursuant to this chapter.

The

expendi ture of funds under this appropriation shall be subject to
the

normal

administrative

appropriations.

review

given

to

other

state

The Legislature shall appropriate such addi tional

amounts to the Office of Consumer Advocacy,

the Commissioner, and

other agenci es as may be necessary to carry out the prov is10ns of
this title.
The Department of Finance. in preparing the state
budget and the Budget Bill submitted to the Legislature,

shall

include an item for the support of the Fair Insurance Rates Act of
1988 ,

wh i chi t em s h a 11 i n d i cat e a 11 0 f

the f 011 ow i n g:

(1)

the

amounts to be appropriated to other agencies to carry out their
duties under this title, which amounts shall be in augmentation of
the support i terns of such age nci es;

(2)

the addi tional amounts

required to be appropriated by the Legislature to the Office of
18

Consumer Advocacy and the Insurance Commissioner to carry out the
purposes of this ti tIe; and (3)
purposes.

in parentheses.

for informational

the continuing appropriation during each fiscal year of

$750.000.00.

adjusted for cost of living increases.

made to the

Office of Consumer Advocacy.
SECT I ON 21.

N0

a d mit ted

ins u r e r

may

in excess of five

d ire c t I Y

0

r

indirectly

donate money

hundred dollars

($500.00).

or grant discounts in excess of five hundred dollars

($500.00) to anyone holding office in the State of California.
SECTION 22.

This

act

shall

not

be

amended

by

the

Legislature except to further its purpose by a statute passed by a
rollcall vote.

two-thirds of the membership of each House of the

Legislature concurring. or by a statute that becomes effective only
when approved by the electorate.
SECTION

23.

If

any

provision of

this

act

or

the

application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid.
that i nv al idi ty shall not affect other prov isi ons or appl ica tions
of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application.

and to this end.

the provisions of this act are

severable.
SECTION 24.

This act shall be known. and may be ci ted as

the Fair Insurance Rates Act of 1988.
SECTION 25.

This act shall become operative 30 days after

its effective date.

Upon the operative date of this act. and until

Jan ua ry 1.

1989.

no insurance company shall ch arge a premium for

any policy covered by the provisions of this act which is higher
19

than that charged by the company for the same or similar policy on
July 1. 1987.

No insurance company shall cancel any insurance

policy in force as of the effective date of this act except upon a
showing of good cause made to the commissioner •

•
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JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

Slate of California
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1515 K STREET, SUITE 511
p,o. BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO 94244-2550
(916) 445-9555

October 9, 1987

(916) 323-1995

Adam Burton
P.O. Box 17337
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Initiative Title and Summary.
Subject: INSURANCE REGULATION.
Our File No.: SA 87 RF 0021

INITIATIVE STATUTE

Pursuant to your request on behalf of the proponents, we have
prepared the attached title and summary of the chief purposes and
points of the above identified proposed initiative. A copy of
our letter to the Secretary of State, as required by Elections
Code sections 3503 and 3513, our declaration of mailing, and the
text of your proposal that was considered is attached.
The Secretary of State will be sending you shortly a copy of the
circulating and filing schedule for your proposal that will be
issued by that office.
Please send us a copy of the petition after you have it printed.
This copy is not for our review or approval, but to supplement
our file in this matter.
Very truly yours,
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General

3-~:Jc9- D. S~".r--v_
FLOYD D. SHIMOMURA
Deputy Attorney General
FDS:kca
Attachment

DECLARATION OF MAILING
The undersigned Declarant, states as follows:
I am over the age of 18 years and not a proponent of
the within matter; my place of employment and business address is
1515 K Street, Suite 511, Sacramento, California 95814.
On the date shown below, I mailed a copy of copies of
the attached letter to the proponents, by placing a true copy
thereof in an envelope addressed to the proponents named below at
the addresses indicated, and by sealing and depositing said
envelope or envelopes in the United States mail at Sacramento,
California, with postage prepaid. There is delivery service by
United States mail at each of the places so addressed, or there
is regular communication by mail between the place of mailing and
each of the places so addressed.
Date of Mailing:
Subject:

October 9, 1987

INSURANCE REGULATION.

Our File No.:

INITIATIVE STATUTE

SA 87 RF 0021

Name of Proponents and Addresses:
Adam Burton
P.O. Box 17337
Los Angeles, CA 90017
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct.
Executed at Sacramento, California October 9, 1987.

KATHRY C.
Declarant
(916) 323-1995

..

INITIATIVE CHECK LIST

'

ItJj9j"eZ -

Phone Notification from AG - Date/Time:

9,'.30

IrJ..::5Urc1r1C".-{3:: f?.<E=CitJICJ'!iO(1.

Title of Initiative:
Type of Initiative:

'-If(

______ CA

/S

~

'-:t

CA and S

Number of Proponents __~/_____

Number of Pages

Date and Time Initiative will be ready for pick-up

I~~~~·--j~:()l)

Initial/Date/Time

//b!?/ 9.tJ.b

1.

~

L1~

2.
!

0551 informs Deborah/David/Barbara/Caren
and Don day and time initative will be
ready for pick-up.

//ol?1 ~'~~OSSI

~

r

I

sives check list to Word Processing
.?echnlcian to prepare calendar.

.

/110 /), ~

If,

3. ,/~/;D(Y It?; /~ Word Processing Technician prepares and

proofs calendar and log and returns both
to 0551.

0551 proofs calendar and 10~ and gives to
for review._

Electionsjfi>8~
~
. I"J C1

yen-

Elections Analyst reviews and has
E1ectio.ns Chief sign. Elections Analyst
returns signed calendar to OSSI.
6.

tk-=.:.-~--!.-.:/A:...ro/~'tf.!-.:::l0~:~/lJ

7.

citJ

8.

ad

0551 makes copies of initiative calendar
for each proponent.
0551 attaches copy of Political Reform
Act of 1974 Requirements to proponent's
copy of initiative calendar.

//~6fIL?:~~ OSSI prepares Mail/Freight Request Form.
,

OSSI hand carrys Mail/Freight Request
form and initiative calendar for each
proponent (ready for mailing) to Service
and ~P~l:: Initiative calendar sent on
It) -.!f.[( L
to each proponent.
/ ate
(This must be sent to each proponent same
day AG prepares Title and Summary).
OSSI advises Assistant Chief when initiative calendar is sent to proponent(s).

Rev. 6/9/87

INITIATIVE CALENDAR CHECK LIST

Page two

OSSI distributes copies of initiative
calendar same day AG prepares Title and
Summary to:

10.

./
/>

:/>:

, /<

7'
11.

dJ

ll¥it$.'
vO
/

Tony
Caren
Jerry
Deborah
Barbara

ass! distributes copies of initiative
calendar to:
/

~

~

,/'.
~'

......

~>

v/.-'

All CCIROV
Political Reform (6 copies)
Elections Staff
LA Office via LA Pouch J.R. Schultz (12 copies)
Initiative mailing list
Extra copies for public
distribution
Master copy

OSS! advise~ Assistan~ Chief of completion
of above distribution.
13.

JfJ

III)/;# f:~3D
I

OSS1 makes copies of log and distributes
as follows:
1.
2.
3.

14.

diJ

l)tJJ!I
(

9.' {JO

15.

dZJ 1JlJjit

r l?

16.

do l/o/110."--3D

I

.'

Initiative canvass binder
Ron Wong - FTB
Joe Samora - Archives

aSS! prepares folder for public
distribution.
aSS! prepares index cards for each
initiative.
OSS1 staples Mail/Freight Request form to
back of INITIATIVE CHECK LIST.

17.

0551 returns completed INITIATIVE CHECK
LIST to Assistant Chief.

18.

Assistant Chief returns check list to
Election Analyst.

Rev. 6/9/87

ELECTIONS DIVISION
MAIL/FREIGHT REQUEST
Mail Submitted to Mail Room
Request mail to be sent no later than

IJ/;;;'I/~7

--')~l1ri-a";';:-t'-e..j.(~--

MAIL:

CJ

1 st Class

c:J

Bulk

Cl

Book Rate

[:J

Presort

Amount:

c:J

Third Class

Pieces:

CHARGES:

)

FREIGHT:

-

CJ

UPS

CJD

Purolator

CJ
CJ

Air-Freight

Greyhound (Next bus out:

Yes

No

)

Truck Lines

ACTIVITY:

D
D

! ,
c:J

Outreach

(Specify:

County Mailings (.,s:

---------------------------)
---------------------------)

Ballot Pamphlet
Other

~itiative

(Specify: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
Calendar to Proponent(s).

Mail room sent requested mail on

10 / 9 / f?

7

---'/~~7~~----------------

~~).,
Initial (Service and Supply)
Rev. 6/9/87
I.CHKLIST2-12

